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Yesterday I favored the “subdividing intermediate-b” vs “intermediate-a still underway” count 70 vs 30; based on 

the weight of the evidence (longer rally then from prior low, daily chart, and that price bottomed right at the ideal 

target zone). With today’s clear brake above SPX2455 (previous rally highs) my preferred view got confirmed and 

we can now more firmly set price targets for this b-wave - see figure 1A- depending on wave-extensions. Given that 

there’s not been a >10p pullback since yesterday’s low was struck, I don’t even have an minute-a target, but it’s not 

necessary as c-waves can be one long wave. If we do get >10p of pullback on the S&P500 we know minute-a has 

topped and we can assess the final price target better. Please note the upper red descending trendline in Figure 1B: 

it is logical to expect price to stall here as it has done 3 times prior. Currently that level is at around SPX2465 when 

looking forward in time to tomorrow. This fits with the c=a target. A fake breakout and relapse should not be 

excluded. Other than that, things are on track and there’s not much else we can learn from these two charts.  

Figure 1. SPX 1-minute and 60-minute charts. Subdividing intermdiate-b now confirmed and underway. 
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Finally,the ideal A.I. buy signal got validated with price moving above the closing high of last week when it was given. 

It’s been a struggle, but it was correct in signaling higher price to come. The RSI5, A.I., MACD, and MFI are all pointing 

up, wanting to see higher prices. Support is now at the 20d and 50d SMA (SPX2450ish) and resistance is at the dotted 

orange long term trend line and green trendline: SPX2480-2485; which also fits with the ideal intermediate-b target 

zone based on Fib-extensions (SPX2465-2480). Thus also this chart tells us to expect higher prices.  

Figure 2.  SPX daily TI chart: Back above the 50d SMA, but still below trend line support, all TIs are pointing up. 
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Despite the strong rally in the S&P500, it’s McClellan Oscillator (MO) ended today only at +1 today. Thus, market 

breadth did not confirm today’s rally as barely more stocks were advancing then declining. The same can be said for 

the NYAD (advancing/decling issues), which was only up 0.4% today. Hence, the Summation Index (SPXSI) turned 

back up, slightly, but remains on a sell. Of course breadth can strengthen further, but as said before, the Bulls really 

need MO readings of >60 to ensure the current rally is sustainable longer term, and +1 simple doesn’t cut it. Thus, 

and until then, I treat this rally as suspect as it has the underlying hall marks of a b-wave rally (weak breadth). 

Figure 3: SPXSI turned back up as market breadth became slightly positive, but is still on a sell.  

 

In conclusion: Intermediate-b is now confirmed and should target ideally SPX2465-2480 based on ideal Fib-

extensions targets for c-waves, which in turn fits with short and longer-term resistance. Price is now in minor-c. Since 

there has not been a >10p pullback off the SPX2428 low struck yesterday, it’s difficult to exactly determine the final 

price high for this c-wave so we’ll stick with the target zone for now. Please don’t short this rally yet, as c-waves are 

notoriously fast and furious. It’s better to wait for price and TI confirmation to switch sides. From yesterday: The 

preferred count may be one wave degree lower assuming major-4 will last longer, but for now it’s a variation on the 

preferred count.  

ALOHA 
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